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World Database of Happiness 
Tables in Azure SQL Database and its use in MS 
Access 
 
Fredrik Radema1, 7 december 2023 

 
The purpose of this document is to describe the relationship between the front-end and the 
back-end of the World Database of Happiness. All data is stored in a database that is 
managed via the MS Azure SQL Database service. All management (entry, change, deletion) 
of the data is done in a MS Access app. 

Think of the WDH-Access app as a database filled with forms. When the WDH-Access app is 
opened, the connection to the WDH-Azure app is established at that time. When the 'Main 
Form' appears, as shown in the screenshot below, there is also a connection with WDH-
Azure. If a list of publications appears via the 'Publications' button, then that data has been 
retrieved from the WDH-Azure app at that time. 

‘Main form’ in Microsoft Access, start for managing the contents of the tables. 

 

All traffic between WDH-Access and WDH-Azure goes through an ODBC driver. 
What is an ODBC Driver? An ODBC driver uses the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) interface by 
Microsoft that allows applications to access data in database management systems (DBMS) using SQL 
as a standard for accessing the data. 

 
1 Developer and manager since 2008 of the software components specific to the World Database of 
Happiness (WDH), consisting of an app based on MS Access, an app for the storage of data managed 
as a service in MS Azure SQL Database and the website in use until early 2023. 
Email radema@ese.eur.nl radema30@gmail.com 
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Ageranges 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Ageranges] ( 
    [Agerange_Id]          INT           IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [Agerange_Description] NVARCHAR (40) NULL, 
    [Agerange_Code]        NVARCHAR (8)  NULL, 
    [Agerange_Studies]     SMALLINT      DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Ageranges$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Agerange_Id] ASC) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Ageranges$Agerange_Code] 
    ON [dbo].[Ageranges]([Agerange_Code] ASC); 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
When recording happiness data, the surveyed audience is classified according to ‘who’, ‘where’ and 
‘when’. When classifying the ‘who’, ‘general public’ or ‘special public’ is chosen first. After selecting 
general public', one item from the collection can be added. 
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Columns of the table 
Agerange_Id 
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

Agerange_Description 
The manually entered description of the agerange 

Agerange_Code 
I Currently not in use 

Agerange_Studies 
The number of studies with this item. The value is automatically updated when opening the 
management form. 
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Area 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Area] ( 
    [Area_Id]           INT           IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [Area_Description]  NVARCHAR (40) NULL, 
    [Area_Code]         NVARCHAR (8)  NULL, 
    [InListIfNation]    BIT           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [InListIfNonNation] BIT           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Namegiving]        BIT           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [AreaNation_Id]     INT           NULL, 
    [Count_category]    INT           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Area_Studies]      SMALLINT      DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp]    ROWVERSION    NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Area$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Area_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [Area$NationArea] FOREIGN KEY ([AreaNation_Id]) REFERENCES [dbo].[Nations] 
([Nation_Id]) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Area$Area_Code] 
    ON [dbo].[Area]([Area_Code] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Area$AreaNation_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Area]([AreaNation_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Area$Count_category] 
    ON [dbo].[Area]([Count_category] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Area$NationArea] 
    ON [dbo].[Area]([AreaNation_Id] ASC); 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
When recording happiness data in a 'study', the surveyed audience is divided into 'who', 'where' and 
'when'. The area is part of the ‘where’ classification. For each of the items in the table 'Area' is 
determined: 

• Is the item an option within nations 
• Is the item an option within non-nations 
• Remains the item unnamed or is a specific name noted 
• Is the item related to a particular nation set 
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What kind of areas are recognized in the world 

 
The management / administering form (summer 2022) 

The most commonly used entry is 'Nation', followed by areas within a nation such as 'Region' and 
'City'. Individual nations are listed in the "Nations" table; this table includes three non-nations: 
“Multiple nations”, “Former nation” and “De facto nation”. 

Columns of the table 
Area_Id 
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

Area_Description 
The manually entered description of the area 

Area_Code 
Only for sorting purposes a code is entered manually 

InListIfNation 
The manually entered value for whether or not to include in the nation picklist 

InListIfNonNation 
The manually entered value for whether or not to include in the non-nation picklist 

Namegiving 
The manually entered value for whether or not to include a name for the area 

AreaNation_Id 
The manually chosen option for the related nation set 
The picklist is determined by SQL statement:  
SELECT Nations.Nation_Id, Nations.Nation_Name, Nations.ISO 
FROM Nations 
WHERE Nations.Offic_ISO =False 
ORDER BY Nations.Nation_Name; 
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Count_category 
The column is used in stored procedure ‘usp_CountsWDHweb’ in use for the archive website; if no 
longer maintained the column may be removed. 

Area_Studies 
The number of studies with this item. The value is automatically updated when opening the 
management form. 
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Assessment 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Assesment] ( 
    [Assesm_Id]          INT           IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [Assesm_Description] NVARCHAR (60) NULL, 
    [Assesm_Order]       INT           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Assesment$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Assesm_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Assesment$Assesm_Description$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Assesm_Description])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Assesment$Assesm_Order] 
    ON [dbo].[Assesment]([Assesm_Order] ASC); 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
When recording happiness data, the used methods are classified according to ‘Survey’, ‘Sampling’ 
and ‘Assessment’. The table 'Assessment' contains the collection of assessment methods. 
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Columns of the table 
Assesm_Id 
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

Assesm_Description 
The manually entered description of the assessment 

Assesm_Order 
Is entered manually, the code must be unique and can be used for sorting 
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Association 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Association] ( 
    [Ass_Id]         INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [ASNR]           SMALLINT       NOT NULL, 
    [SS_Id]          INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NOT NULL, 
    [SI_Id]          INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NOT NULL, 
    [MA_Id]          INT            NULL, 
    [MA_OC]          BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [MA_V]           NVARCHAR (4)   NULL, 
    [MS_V]           NVARCHAR (5)   NULL, 
    [Long]           BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [C_N]            BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Exp]            BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [REMARKS]        NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Pic]            NVARCHAR (80)  DEFAULT (NULL) NULL, 
    [SS]             NVARCHAR (80)  DEFAULT (NULL) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp] ROWVERSION     NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Association$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Ass_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [Association${24A5F261-16B4-46CD-A274-D090B8C27346}] FOREIGN KEY ([MA_Id]) 
REFERENCES [dbo].[Meas_Ass] ([MA_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Association$Study_SubjectAssociation] FOREIGN KEY ([SS_Id]) REFERENCES 
[dbo].[Study_Subject] ([SS_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Association$Study_IndicatorAssociation] FOREIGN KEY ([SI_Id]) REFERENCES 
[dbo].[Study_Indicator] ([SI_Id]) ON DELETE CASCADE, 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Association$MA_V$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([MA_V])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Association$MS_V$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([MS_V])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Association$REMARKS$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([REMARKS])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Association$Pic$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([Pic])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Association$SS$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([SS])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Association${24A5F261-16B4-46CD-A274-D090B8C27346}] 
    ON [dbo].[Association]([MA_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Association$MA_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Association]([MA_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Association$SI_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Association]([SI_Id] ASC); 
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Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
Several associations can be associated with a correlational finding. The 'Association' table contains all 
associations for all correlational findings in all studies.  

See also table Study_Subject 
See the website for more information on the correlational findings: 
https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/collections/correlational-findings/contents-introtext-
correlationalfindings/  

 

 

Columns of the table 
Ass_Id 
The ID of the association, automatically assigned upon entry. 

ASNR 
Sequence number of the association within the correlate, is automatically assigned and can be 
adjusted manually. 

SI_Id 
The ID of the measure; automatically included when choosing the measure from a drop-down list 
with the measures listed in the study. 

MA_Id 
The ID of the used statistical method; automatically included when choosing the method from a 
drop-down list 

MA_OC 
A Yes/No data type, manually set; ‘Yes’ means: a calculation performed by the WDH-team. 

MA_V 
A character data type, manually entered size of the statistical variable. 

https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/collections/correlational-findings/contents-introtext-correlationalfindings/
https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/collections/correlational-findings/contents-introtext-correlationalfindings/
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MS_V 
A character data type, manually entered assigned significance. 

Long 
A Yes/No data type, manually set; ‘Yes’ means: the label ‘Longitudinal’ applies. 

C_N 
A Yes/No data type, manually set; ‘Yes’ means: the label ‘Cross-National’ applies. 

Exp  
A Yes/No data type, manually set; ‘Yes’ means: the label ‘Experimental’ applies. 

REMARKS 
A character data type, manually entered specification of observed relationships. 

Pic 
The filename (extension included) of a picture saved in the agreed folder. Manually entered via, for 
example, a copy-paste action. 

SS  
The filename (extension included) of a spreadsheet with calculation details saved in the agreed 
folder. Manually entered via, for example, a copy-paste action. 
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Author 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Author] ( 
    [Author_Id]      INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [A_Name]         NVARCHAR (40)  NULL, 
    [A_Inits]        NVARCHAR (4)  NULL, 
    [A_FirstName]    NVARCHAR (20)  NULL, 
    [A_Pub_Main]     SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [A_Pubs_Co]      SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [A_Inst1]        NVARCHAR (70)  NULL, 
    [A_Inst2]        NVARCHAR (70)  NULL, 
    [A_Line1]        NVARCHAR (70)  NULL, 
    [A_Line2]        NVARCHAR (70)  NULL, 
    [A_City]         NVARCHAR (40)  NULL, 
    [A_Country]      NVARCHAR (30)  NULL, 
    [A_Email]        NVARCHAR (70)  NULL, 
    [A_Email2]       NVARCHAR (70)  NULL, 
    [A_Email3]       NVARCHAR (70)  NULL, 
    [A_Phone]        NVARCHAR (20)  NULL, 
    [A_Homepage]     NVARCHAR (80)  NULL, 
    [A_Datein]       DATETIME2 (0)  DEFAULT 
(CONVERT([datetime],CONVERT([varchar],getdate(),(1)),(1))) NULL, 
    [A_Dateup]       DATETIME2 (0)  NULL, 
    [A_DateAddress]  DATETIME2 (0)  DEFAULT 
(CONVERT([datetime],CONVERT([varchar],getdate(),(1)),(1))) NULL, 
    [A_Memo]         NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [A_Present]      BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [A_Institute]    BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp] ROWVERSION     NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Author$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Author_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Author$A_Line2$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([A_Line2])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Author$A_Line1$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([A_Line1])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Author$A_Inst2$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([A_Inst2])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Author$A_Inst1$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([A_Inst1])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Author$A_Name$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([A_Name])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Author$A_Country$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([A_Country])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Author$A_Memo$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([A_Memo])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Author$A_Email$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([A_Email])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Author$A_Phone$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([A_Phone])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Author$A_Homepage$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([A_Homepage])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Author$A_City$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([A_City])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Author$Naam] 
    ON [dbo].[Author]([A_Name] ASC, [A_FirstName] ASC); 
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GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Author$Name_inits] 
    ON [dbo].[Author]([A_Name] ASC, [A_Inits] ASC); 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
Publications have authors, the table contains the collection of authors. 

 

Columns of the table 
Author_Id  
The ID automatically assigned upon entry. 
The ID of the 1st author is noted in the 'Publication' table; the IDs of the co-authors are listed in a 
separate 'Pub_Author' table along with the ID of the publication. 

A_Name  
The manually entered last name of the author. 

A_Inits 
Manually entered initials, and so on for most data on an author. 
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A_FirstName 

A_Pub_Main 
Number of publications as first/main author, is updated by manual request in the view of all authors.  
The ID of the 1st author is noted in the 'Publication'. 

A_Pubs_Co 
Number of publications as co-author, is updated by manual request in the view of all authors.  
The IDs of the co-authors are listed in a separate 'Pub_Author' table along with the ID of the 
publication. 

A_Inst1 

A_Inst2 

A_Line1 

A_Line2 

A_City 

A_Country 

A_Email 

A_Email2 

A_Email3 

A_Phone 

A_Homepage 

A_Datein 
Date set upon entry of the author. 

A_Dateup 
Date automatically set after each update of the data. 

A_DateAddress 
Date of change address of the author, set upon entry and manually afterwards. 

A_Memo 

A_Present 
A Yes/No data type; currently not in use. 

A_Institute 
A Yes/No data type, manually set; ‘Yes’ means: the name of an institution and not a person. 
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Indicator 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Indicator] ( 
    [Ind_Id]          INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [Ind_Code]        NVARCHAR (2)   NOT NULL, 
    [Ind_Txt]         NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Type_Id]         INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Calc_Id]         TINYINT        DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SS]              NVARCHAR (80)  NULL, 
    [NofSI]           SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [NofNS]           INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [NofLang]         SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [IS_Id]           INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NOT NULL, 
    [TF_Id]           INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NOT NULL, 
    [OB_Id]           INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NOT NULL, 
    [RA_Id]           INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Full_Code]       NVARCHAR (30)  DEFAULT ('') NULL, 
    [Full_Code_descr] NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [Ind_ScaleR]      TINYINT        DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_RRfrom]      SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_RRto]        SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T1]          REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T2]          REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T3]          REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T4]          REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T5]          REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T6]          REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T7]          REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T8]          REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T9]          REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T10]         REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T11]         REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp]  ROWVERSION     NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Indicator$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Ind_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [Indicator${4EA88B01-9DAE-442D-A92A-3B0FE222C361}] FOREIGN KEY ([OB_Id]) 
REFERENCES [dbo].[Indicator_Observation] ([OB_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Indicator${BB68486C-C1A2-46CE-8B03-3DEE7811E598}] FOREIGN KEY ([Type_Id]) 
REFERENCES [dbo].[Indicator_Type] ([Q_Type_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Indicator${953B01BA-8A7B-4533-88C1-C5751FA16E09}] FOREIGN KEY ([RA_Id]) 
REFERENCES [dbo].[Indicator_Rating] ([RA_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Indicator${B2759FED-3929-412A-9E66-54557814EC62}] FOREIGN KEY ([TF_Id]) 
REFERENCES [dbo].[Indicator_Timeframe] ([TF_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Indicator${F6320C75-9612-4BB4-BBA8-ACE20FA48C9F}] FOREIGN KEY ([IS_Id]) 
REFERENCES [dbo].[Indicator_Scope] ([IS_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Indicator$Indicator-CalcIndicator] FOREIGN KEY ([Calc_Id]) REFERENCES 
[dbo].[Indicator_Calc] ([Calc_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Indicator$Ind_Code$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([Ind_Code])>(0)), 
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    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Indicator$Ind_Txt$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([Ind_Txt])>(0)) 
); 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator${4EA88B01-9DAE-442D-A92A-3B0FE222C361}] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator]([OB_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator${953B01BA-8A7B-4533-88C1-C5751FA16E09}] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator]([RA_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator${B2759FED-3929-412A-9E66-54557814EC62}] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator]([TF_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator${BB68486C-C1A2-46CE-8B03-3DEE7811E598}] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator]([Type_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator${F6320C75-9612-4BB4-BBA8-ACE20FA48C9F}] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator]([IS_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator$Calc_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator]([Calc_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator$Full_Code] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator]([Full_Code] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator$Indicator-CalcIndicator] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator]([Calc_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator$Sindex] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator]([IS_Id] ASC, [TF_Id] ASC, [OB_Id] ASC, [RA_Id] ASC, [Ind_ScaleR] ASC, 
[Ind_Code] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator$Type_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator]([Type_Id] ASC); 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
Since happiness is defined as something we have on mind, it can be measured using questioning. The 
standard approach is to ask people directly how much they like the life they live. The table contains 
the collection of questions included in the WDH. More information about the collection can be found 
on the website: 
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https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/collections/measures-of-happiness/what-is-this-collection-
measures-of-happiness/  

 

 

https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/collections/measures-of-happiness/what-is-this-collection-measures-of-happiness/
https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/collections/measures-of-happiness/what-is-this-collection-measures-of-happiness/
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Columns of the table 
Ind_Id  
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

Ind_Code 
Two characters, used to distinguish different variants of the question, manually entered. 

Ind_Txt 
The full text of the question, manually entered. 

Type_Id 
The ID of the related ‘question type’ with the collection in the table ‘Indicator_Type’; automatically 
included when choosing the ‘question type’ from a drop-down list. 

Calc_Id  
The ID of the related ‘calculation method’ with the collection in the table ‘Indicator_Calc’; 
automatically included when choosing the ‘calculation method’ from a drop-down list. 

SS 
The manually entered filename of a spreadsheet with calculation details. 

NofSI  
The number of studies containing correlational findings with this measure. The value is automatically 
updated when opening the form with the list of measures. 

NofNS  
The number of studies containing distributional findings with this measure. The value is automatically 
updated when opening the form with the list of measures. 

NofLang  
The number of 'other languages' with the included full text in each of those languages. The value is 
automatically updated when opening the form with the list of measures. 

IS_Id  
The ID of the related scope / conceptual focus with the collection in the table ‘Indicator_Scope’; 
automatically included when choosing the conceptual focus from a drop-down list. 

TF_Id  
The ID of the related time frame / period of happiness addressed with the collection in the table 
‘Indicator_Timeframe’; automatically included when choosing the time frame from a drop-down list.  

OB_Id  
The ID of the related observation mode / method by which happiness is measured with the collection 
in the table ‘Indicator_Observation’; automatically included when choosing the observation mode 
from a drop-down list. 

RA_Id  
The ID of the related rating-scale / how observations are scored with the collection in the table 
‘Indicator_Rating’; automatically included when choosing the rating-scale from a drop-down list. 

Full_Code 
Automatically assigned code based on the choices of the conceptual focus, time frame, observation 
method, scale type, scale length and the code of the question variant. Automatically assigned in the 
management form of the measure. 
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Full_Code_descr 
A short textual decription of the full-code, automatically assigned, constructed from the descriptions 
of constituent parts. 

Ind_ScaleR 
A numerical data type; scale length, manually entered. 

Ind_RRfrom 
A numerical data type; numerical indication of the beginning of the scale, manually entered. 

Ind_RRto 
A numerical data type; numerical indication of the end of the scale, manually entered. 

Ind_T1 
A real data type; Thurstone transformation of the 1st scale point, manually entered. 

Ind_T2 

Ind_T3 

Ind_T4 

Ind_T5 

Ind_T6 

Ind_T7 

Ind_T8 

Ind_T9 

Ind_T10 

Ind_T11 
A real data type; Thurstone transformation of the 11th scale point, manually entered. 
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Indicator_Calc 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Indicator_Calc] ( 
    [Calc_Id]    TINYINT        DEFAULT ((0)) NOT NULL, 
    [Calc_Txt]   NVARCHAR (50)  NULL, 
    [Calc_Descr] NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Calc_Measurements] SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Indicator_Calc$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Calc_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Indicator_Calc$Calc_Txt$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Calc_Txt])>(0)) 
); 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
The aim of this World Database of Happiness (WDH) is to facilitate research synthesis. Yet differences 
in the measurement of happiness make the results often incomparable. Differences due to variation 
in rating scales can be overcome using conversion techniques. More information: 
https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Introtext-
MeasuresOfHappiness-Chapter6.pdf 

https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Introtext-MeasuresOfHappiness-Chapter6.pdf
https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Introtext-MeasuresOfHappiness-Chapter6.pdf
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Columns of the table 
Calc_Id  
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

Calc_Txt 
A short textual indication of the calculation method, manually entered. 

Calc_Descr 
The description of the calculation method, manually entered. 

Calc_Measurements 
The number of happiness measurements in studies with this calculation method. The value is 
automatically updated when opening the form with the list of calculation methods. 
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Indicator_Language 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Indicator_Language] ( 
    [Ind_Id]         INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NOT NULL, 
    [Lang_Id]        INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NOT NULL, 
    [IndLang_Txt]    NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [SS]             NVARCHAR (80)  NULL, 
    [Ind_T1]         REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T2]         REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T3]         REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T4]         REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T5]         REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T6]         REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T7]         REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T8]         REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T9]         REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T10]        REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Ind_T11]        REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp] ROWVERSION     NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Indicator_Language$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Ind_Id] ASC, [Lang_Id] 
ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [Indicator_Language${1F5D4371-74D0-4266-93BA-550C7CD3C131}] FOREIGN KEY 
([Ind_Id]) REFERENCES [dbo].[Indicator] ([Ind_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Indicator_Language${3C7285EF-16DC-415F-B23E-B391881BD861}] FOREIGN KEY 
([Lang_Id]) REFERENCES [dbo].[Language] ([Lang_id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Indicator_Language$IndLang_Txt$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([IndLang_Txt])>(0)) 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
The table contains the collection of question texts in other languages. 
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Columns of the table 
Ind_Id  
The ID is automatically assigned when choosing an 'other language' in the happiness measure 
management form. 

Lang_Id  
The ID is automatically assigned when choosing an 'other language' in the happiness measure 
management form. 

IndLang_Txt 
The manually entered text of the happiness question in the chosen language. 

SS 
Not currently in use. 

Ind_T1 
Not currently in use. 
Ind_T2 
Ind_T3 
Ind_T4 
Ind_T5 
Ind_T6 
Ind_T7 
Ind_T8 
Ind_T9 
Ind_T10 
Ind_T11 
Not currently in use. 
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Indicator_Observation 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Indicator_Observation] ( 
    [OB_Id]     INT           IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [OB_Code]   NVARCHAR (5)  NULL, 
    [OB_Descr]  NVARCHAR (50) NULL, 
    [Parent_Id] INT           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [OB_Sort]   NVARCHAR (16) NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Indicator_Observation$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([OB_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Indicator_Observation$OB_Code$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([OB_Code])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Indicator_Observation$OB_Descr$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([OB_Descr])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator_Observation$OB_Sort] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator_Observation]([OB_Sort] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator_Observation$Parent_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator_Observation]([Parent_Id] ASC); 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
The table contains the collection of observation modes: methods by which happiness is measured; an 
item from the collection partly determines the classification of a happiness measure. 
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Columns of the table 
OB_Id Id  
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

OB_Code 
An indication of the item in the form of a code of maximum 5 characters. The code is part of the 
‘Full_Code’ of a measure and is also used to sort the list box. 

OB_Descr  
The short description of the item, manually entered. 

Parent_Id 
Currently not in use. 

OB_Sort 
Currently not in use. 
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Indicator_Rating 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Indicator_Rating] ( 
    [RA_Id]    INT           IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [RA_Code]  NVARCHAR (5)  NULL, 
    [RA_Descr] NVARCHAR (50) NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Indicator_Rating$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([RA_Id] ASC) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator_Rating$RA_Code] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator_Rating]([RA_Code] ASC); 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
The table contains the collection of rating-scales: How observations are scored. 
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Columns of the table 
RA_Id  
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

RA_Code  
An indication of the item in the form of a code of maximum 5 characters. The code is part of the 
‘Full_Code’ of a measure and is also used to sort the list box. 

RA_Descr  
The short description of the item, manually entered. 
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Indicator_Scope 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Indicator_Scope] ( 
    [IS_Id]          INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [IS_Code]        NVARCHAR (9)   DEFAULT ('') NOT NULL, 
    [IS_Descr]       NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [IFCAT_Code]     NVARCHAR (9)   DEFAULT ('') NOT NULL, 
    [IS_Sort]        TINYINT        DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [IS_Sortcode]    NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [Focus_Measures] SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Level]          INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Seqnr]          INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Keywords]       NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Top_Id]         INT            NULL, 
    [Parent_Id]      INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Seqnr_level]    INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Indicator_Scope$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([IS_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Indicator_Scope$IS_Code$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([IS_Code])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Indicator_Scope$IS_Descr$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([IS_Descr])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator_Scope$IS_Sortcode] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator_Scope]([IS_Code] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator_Scope$Parent_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator_Scope]([Parent_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator_Scope$Top_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator_Scope]([Top_Id] ASC); 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
The table contains the collection of conceptual focus items in use when characterizing happiness 
measures. 
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Columns of the table 
IS_Id  
The ID of the conceptual focus, automatically assigned upon entry. 

IS_Code 
The manually entered designation of the item in a code; this is part of the 'full code' of a measure. 
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IS_Descr  
The manually entered description of the item. 

IFCAT_Code 
Has no current meaning anymore. 

IS_Sort 
Has no current meaning anymore. 

IS_Sortcode  
Only for sorting purposes; the code is unique and automatically updated with every position change 
of an item within the table. 

Focus_Measures 
The number of measures with this item. The value is automatically updated when opening the 
management form. 

Level 
The hierarchical level of the item. The highest level is assigned a value of 0, the lower levels are 
assigned a value of 1, 2, and so on. The value is automatically updated when using the management / 
administering form. 

Seqnr 
No longer in use for its original purpose. The value in the column is now used to signal a 'roll-back' 
operation performed in Azure within 'Access', automatically assigned. 

Keywords 
Currently not in use 

Top_Id 
The ID of the item at the highest level (root node), automatically assigned. 

Parent_Id 
The ID of the parent item, automatically assigned. 

Seqnr_level 
the sequence number of the item within the set of siblings, automatically assigned. 
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Indicator_Timeframe 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Indicator_Timeframe] ( 
    [TF_Id]    INT           IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [TF_Code]  NVARCHAR (2)  NULL, 
    [TF_Descr] NVARCHAR (50) NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Indicator_Timeframe$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([TF_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Indicator_Timeframe$TF_Code$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([TF_Code])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Indicator_Timeframe$TF_Descr$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([TF_Descr])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator_Timeframe$TF_Code] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator_Timeframe]([TF_Code] ASC); 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
The table contains the collection of time frames: Period of happiness addressed. 
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Columns of the table 
TF_Id 
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

TF_Code Code  
An indication of the item in the form of a code of maximum 2 characters. The code is part of the 
‘Full_Code’ of a measure and is also used to sort the list box. 

TF_Descr  
The short description of the item, manually entered. 
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Indicator_Type 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Indicator_Type] ( 
    [Q_Type_Id]      INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [Q_Type_Code]    NVARCHAR (5)   NULL, 
    [Q_Name]         NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [QT_Inet]        BIT            DEFAULT ((-1)) NULL, 
    [NrofSGP]        SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Proto_Text]     NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Level]          INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Top_Id]         INT            NULL, 
    [Parent_Id]      INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Seqnr_level]    INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Seqnr]          INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp] ROWVERSION     NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Indicator_Type$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Q_Type_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Indicator_Type$Q_Type_Code$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Q_Type_Code])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Indicator_Type$Q_Name$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Q_Name])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Indicator_Type$Proto_Text$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Proto_Text])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Indicator_Type$Q_Type_Code] 
    ON [dbo].[Indicator_Type]([Q_Type_Code] ASC); 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
On the website under ‘Reports on happiness in nations’ and then ‘Single nations reports / Finding 
Reports on Happiness in Nations’ in ‘Findings on happiness in <nation>’ can be opened an overview 
with:  
‘Distributional Findings on Happiness by measure type and by year in the general public of <nation>’ 
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Columns of the table 
Q_Type_Id  
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

Q_Type_Code  
An indication of the item in the form of a code of maximum 5 characters. The code is used to sort the 
list box. 

Q_Name  
The short description of the item, manually entered. 

QT_Inet 
A Yes/No data type, manually entered; ‘yes’ means: present happiness measures based on this type 
on the internet. 

NrofSGP  
The number of measures with this item. The value is automatically updated when opening the 
management form. 

Proto_Text 
The typical text of a happiness measure based on this type, manually entered. 
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Level  
Currently not in use. 

Top_Id  
Currently not in use. 

Parent_Id  
Currently not in use. 

Seqnr_level  
Currently not in use. 

Seqnr  
Currently not in use. 
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Language 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Language] ( 
    [Lang_id]      INT           IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [ISO639]       NVARCHAR (3)  NULL, 
    [Lang_Name]    NVARCHAR (50) NULL, 
    [NrofInd]      SMALLINT      DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Lang_Pubs]    SMALLINT      DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Lang_Studies] SMALLINT      DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Language$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Lang_id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Language$Lang_Name$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Lang_Name])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Language$Lang_id] 
    ON [dbo].[Language]([Lang_id] ASC); 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
The table 'Language' is used when writing down a language:  

• For a publication, the language of the publication  
• In the case of a study, the language in which the text of the assessment method used is 

written  
• For each item in the collection of happiness questions in table 'Indicator', texts in other 

languages can also be noted in addition to the text in the English language. 
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Columns of the table 
Lang_id 
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

ISO639 
The manually entered two-letter code of the language as included in the list of ISO 639-1 codes 

Lang_Name 
The manually entered name of a language as included in the list of ISO 639-1 codes 

NrofInd 
The number of happiness question texts in this language included in the collection of non-English 
happiness questions (table 'Indicator_Language'). The value is automatically updated when opening 
the management form. 

Lang_Pubs 
The number of publications with this item. The value is automatically updated when opening the 
management form. 

Lang_Studies 
The number of studies with this language in the used assessment method. The value is automatically 
updated when opening the management form. 
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Meas_Ass 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Meas_Ass] ( 
    [MA_Id]          INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [MA_Code]        NVARCHAR (6)   NOT NULL, 
    [MA_Descr]       NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [MA_report]      BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Statistic_Findings] SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp] ROWVERSION     NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Meas_Ass$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([MA_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Meas_Ass$MA_Code$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([MA_Code])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Meas_Ass$MA_Descr$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([MA_Descr])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Meas_Ass$MA_Code] 
    ON [dbo].[Meas_Ass]([MA_Code] ASC); 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
The table contains the collection of statistical methods. The items from the table form a list box that 
is used when entering an association to a correlate in a study. See for more information on the 
statistical methods the website: 

https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Introtext-
CorrelationalFindings-Chapter4.pdf  

https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Introtext-CorrelationalFindings-Chapter4.pdf
https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Introtext-CorrelationalFindings-Chapter4.pdf
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Some examples of entries in the table. 

Columns of the table 
MA_Id  
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

MA_Code 
A character data type, manually entered identification code 

MA_Descr 
A character data type, manually entered description of the method 

MA_report  
A Yes/No data type; currently not in use. 

Statistic_Findings 
The number of statistical findings included in studies. The value is automatically updated when 
opening the management form. 
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Nations 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Nations] ( 
    [Nation_Id]       INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [Nation_Name]     NVARCHAR (80)  NULL, 
    [ISO]             NVARCHAR (2)   NOT NULL, 
    [Offic_ISO]       BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Comments]        NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Nat_Inet]        BIT            DEFAULT ((-1)) NULL, 
    [NrofS_GP]        SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [life_expectancy] REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Mtype_rankings]  SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Intcept_nation]  REAL           NULL, 
    [Qtype_id_tr]     INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp]  ROWVERSION     NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Nations$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Nation_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Nations$Nation_Name$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Nation_Name])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Nations$Comments$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([Comments])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Nations$ISO$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([ISO])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Nations$ISO] 
    ON [dbo].[Nations]([ISO] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Nations$Nation_Name] 
    ON [dbo].[Nations]([Nation_Name] ASC); 
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Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
When recording happiness data in a 'study', the surveyed audience is divided into 'who', 'where' and 
'when'. An entry from the 'Nations' table is almost always included in a 'study' under the 'Where' 
section and label ‘Nation(set)’. Two examples:  

   

The source for recordings in the 'Nations' table is ‘ISO 3166-1 alpha-2’, only ‘officially assigned’ 
nations are considered for inclusion.  

Website of the ISO-organization: https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#search  

The ISO organization allows users of the code system to assign meaning to certain two-letter codes 
for their own use. Three of those codes have been put into use at the WDH, each with a meaning 
only known within the WDH. Being: 

ISO Nation_Name 
XY De facto nation 
XZ Former nation 
ZZ Multiple nations 

 

https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#search
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Columns of the table 
Nation_Id 
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

Nation_Name 
The manually entered description of the nation 

ISO 
The manually entered 2-digit code 

Offic_ISO 
The manually chosen Yes/No ‘officially assigned’ value 

Comments 
Manually entered remarks 

Nat_Inet 
The manually chosen Yes/No for whether or not presentation of the nation on the internet 

NrofS_GP 
The number of studies with this item. The value is automatically updated when opening the 
management form. 

life_expectancy 
The value is manually entered 

Mtype_rankings 
Measure type used for the ranking reports; possible values: 0, 1, 2, based on the options Not / Life 
satisfaction / Best-Worse + Affect balance 

Intcept_nation  
The values are automatically included based on a CSV file made available in 2021. 
See https://www.eur.nl/en/ehero/publications/working-papers/2021-05 and the Table 9 Estimated 
intercepts by Nation included therein. 

https://www.eur.nl/en/ehero/publications/working-papers/2021-05
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Qtype_id_tr 
Manually selected value from the option list ‘Measure Type’ for trend analysis. The option list is 
based on SQL-query 
SELECT cbo_Nattrendmeasure.Q_Type_Id, cbo_Nattrendmeasure.Q_Type_Code, 
cbo_Nattrendmeasure.Q_Name, cbo_Nattrendmeasure.CountOfStudy_Id 
FROM cbo_Nattrendmeasure 
WHERE cbo_Nattrendmeasure.Nation_Id = <ID of the nation> 
ORDER BY cbo_Nattrendmeasure.CountOfStudy_Id DESC; 
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Population 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Population] ( 
    [Pop_Id]         INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [Pop_Code]       NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [Pop_Txt]        NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [NrofPop]        INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Keywords]       NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Level]          TINYINT        DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Seqnr]          INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Top_Id]         INT            NULL, 
    [Parent_Id]      INT            NULL, 
    [Seqnr_level]    INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp] ROWVERSION     NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Population$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Pop_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Population$Pop_Txt$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([Pop_Txt])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Population$Pop_Code] 
    ON [dbo].[Population]([Pop_Code] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Population$Top_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Population]([Top_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Population$Parent_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Population]([Parent_Id] ASC); 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
When recording happiness data, the surveyed audience is classified according to ‘who’, ‘where’ and 
‘when’. When classifying the ‘who’, ‘general public’ or ‘special public’ is chosen first. After selecting 
'special public', several items from the collection can be added.  
The rows / items in the table together form the collection 'special publics'. The collection is built up 
hierarchically through so-called parent-child relationships. For each 'child', the 'parent' is noted and 
the sequence number within the set of children of a parent along with a few more features. 

See table ‘SubjectsBibl’ for more details on the hierarchical whole and the processing of items within. 
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Columns of the table 
Pop_Id 
The ID of the special public item, automatically assigned upon entry 

Pop_Code 
Only for sorting purposes; the code is unique and automatically updated with every position change 
of an item within the table 

Pop_Txt 
The manually entered ‘description’ of the special public item 

NrofPop 
The number of studies with this item. The value is automatically updated when opening the 
management form. 

Keywords 
Alternative terms to the 'description' such as synonyms and related words, to make it easier to get 
results when searching, all entered manually. 

Level 
The hierarchical level of the item. The highest level is assigned a value of 0, the lower levels are 
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assigned a value of 1, 2, and so on. The value is automatically updated when using the management / 
administering form. 

Seqnr 
No longer in use for its original purpose. The value in the column is now used to signal a 'roll-back' 
operation performed in Azure within 'Access', automatically assigned. 

Top_Id 
The ID of the item at the highest level (root node), automatically assigned. 

Parent_Id 
The ID of the parent item, automatically assigned. 

Seqnr_level 
the sequence number of the item within the set of siblings, automatically assigned. 
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Publication 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Publication] ( 
    [Pub_Id]            INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [TITLE]             NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [Author_Id]         INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NOT NULL, 
    [OK_pub]            BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Authors]           NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [Authors_ref]       NVARCHAR (100) NULL, 
    [Seqnr_authors_ref] INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [YR]                SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Lang_Id]           INT            DEFAULT (NULL) NOT NULL, 
    [SOURCE]            NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [ISBN]              NVARCHAR (20)  NULL, 
    [ISBN_e]            NVARCHAR (20)  NULL, 
    [ISSN]              NVARCHAR (9)   NULL, 
    [ISSN_online]       NVARCHAR (9)   NULL, 
    [SW_urlok]          BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [URL]               NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [DOI]               NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [textfile]          NVARCHAR (18)  NULL, 
    [BREVDATE]          DATETIME2 (0)  DEFAULT 
(CONVERT([datetime],CONVERT([varchar],getdate(),(1)),(1))) NOT NULL, 
    [Remarks]           NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [PHIL]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SOCS]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [LIFE_SC]           BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [CONC]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [MEAS]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [DETE]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [RESU]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [BELI]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [TREA]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [POLICY]            BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [GENE]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SPEC]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [DATAS]             BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [META]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [EMPI]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [EARL]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [PRES]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [FUTU]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [ALTE]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [OVER]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [HEDO]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [CONT]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [CCJA]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
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    [NATJA]             BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Eligible]          SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((2)) NULL, 
    [Entered]           BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp]    ROWVERSION     NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Publication$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Pub_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [Publication$LanguagePublication] FOREIGN KEY ([Lang_Id]) REFERENCES 
[dbo].[Language] ([Lang_id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Publication$AuthorPublication] FOREIGN KEY ([Author_Id]) REFERENCES 
[dbo].[Author] ([Author_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Publication$TITLE$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([TITLE])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Publication$SOURCE$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([SOURCE])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Publication$ISBN$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([ISBN])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Publication$ISSN$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([ISSN])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Publication$ISSN_online$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([ISSN_online])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Publication$URL$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([URL])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Publication$Author_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Publication]([Author_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Publication$AuthorPublication] 
    ON [dbo].[Publication]([Author_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Publication$Authors] 
    ON [dbo].[Publication]([Authors] ASC, [YR] DESC, [TITLE] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Publication$Authors_ref] 
    ON [dbo].[Publication]([Authors_ref] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Publication$Lang_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Publication]([Lang_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Publication$LanguagePublication] 
    ON [dbo].[Publication]([Lang_Id] ASC); 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
The data on happiness included in the WDH are derived from publications, the table contains the 
collection of publications. Selection criteria for inclusion: scientific publications on happiness, defined 
as the subjective enjoyment of one’s life-as-a-whole. See for more information the website:  
https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/collections/bibliography/what-is-this-bibliography-of-
happiness/  

https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/collections/bibliography/what-is-this-bibliography-of-happiness/
https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/collections/bibliography/what-is-this-bibliography-of-happiness/
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Columns of the table 
Pub_Id  
The ID of the publication, automatically assigned upon entry. 

TITLE 
The title of the publication, manually entered. 

Author_Id  
The ID of the first/main author with the collection in the table ‘Author’; automatically included when 
choosing first author from a drop-down list. 

OK_pub  
A Yes/No data type; if a study is approved by manually ticking it, the value becomes 'yes'.  

Authors 
List of authors, surname and initials, this is generated automatically and starts with the 1st author 
and then the other authors sorted alphabetically by surname and initials. 

Authors_ref 
The label by which the publication is recognizable, unique within the collection of publications 
included in the WDH. The label is compiled automatically. Examples: 
Barragan (2015) 
Bahadir & Certel (2013) 
Singh et al. (2014a) 

Seqnr_authors_ref 
Automatically assigned serial number that is included in the label of the publication as a consecutive 
letter after the year, if the other constituent parts are identical to a previously recorded publication. 
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YR 
The manually entered four-digit calendar year in which the publication was issued. 

Lang_Id  
The ID of the language used in the publication, with the collection in the table ‘Language’; 
automatically included when choosing the language from a drop-down list. 

SOURCE 
The source of the publication, manually entered. 

ISBN 
International Standard Book Number, if available manually entered. 

ISBN_e 
International Standard Book Number for eBooks, if available manually entered. 

ISSN 
International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) is a unique identification number for serially published 
works, including periodical publications. If available manually entered. 

ISSN_online 
The ISSN for online publications. If available manually entered. 

SW_urlok 
A Yes/No data type; currently not in use. 

URL 
A URL is an address that shows where a particular page can be found on the World Wide Web. URL is 
an abbreviation for `Uniform Resource Locator'. If available manually entered. 

DOI 
Digital Object Identifer: a unique series of numbers attached to a piece of digital information such as 
a website, file, or online article. If available manually entered. 

Textfile 
The name of the file containing the electronic version of the publication in the so-called PDF format.  
By using the 'Set' button, the name is included in the publication. The use of the ‘Open’ button will 
only succeed if the agreed folder contains a file whose name is equal to the ID of the publication 
followed by the extension '.pdf'. 

BREVDATE 
The automatically recorded date when the publication was approved. 

Remarks 
Manually entered comments. 

PHIL 
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘philosophy’ label applies. 

SOCS  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘social sciences’ label applies. 

LIFE_SC  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘life sciences’ label applies. 
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CONC  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘concept’ label applies. 

MEAS  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘measurement’ label applies. 

DETE  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘determinants’ label applies. 

RESU  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘consequences’ label applies. 

BELI  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘beliefs and ideals’ label applies. 

TREA  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘treatise’ label applies. 

POLICY  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘policy paper’ label applies. 

GENE  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘general review’ label applies. 

SPEC  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘special subject’ label applies. 

DATAS  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘data set’ label applies. 

META  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘meta analysis’ label applies. 

EMPI  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘single study’ label applies. 

EARL  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘past’ label applies. 

PRES  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘present’ label applies. 

FUTU  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘future’ label applies. 

ALTE  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘percieved changes in happiness’ label applies. 

OVER  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘overall’ label applies. 

HEDO  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘hedonic level’ label applies. 

CONT  
A Yes/No data type; if it is manually checked, then the ‘contentment’ label applies. 
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CCJA 
A Yes/No data type; currently not in use. 

NATJA 
A Yes/No data type; currently not in use. 

Eligible  
Automatically assigned number value based on three choice options: 
Inclusion in findings archive? 
0 = yes: at least one valid measure of happiness used 
1 = no: no valid measure of happiness used 
2 = no: no new data on present happiness 

Entered  
A Yes/No data type; automatically assigned ‘yes’ if a study based on the publication is approved. 
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Region_etc 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Region_etc] ( 
    [reg_id]         INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [Nation_Id]      INT            NULL, 
    [reg_code]       NVARCHAR (12)  NOT NULL, 
    [reg_name]       NVARCHAR (80)  NULL, 
    [city]           BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [comments]       NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [reg_inet]       BIT            DEFAULT ((-1)) NULL, 
    [nrof_studies]   SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp] ROWVERSION     NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Region_etc$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([reg_id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [Region_etc$NationRegion_etc] FOREIGN KEY ([Nation_Id]) REFERENCES 
[dbo].[Nations] ([Nation_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Region_etc$reg_code$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([reg_code])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Region_etc$reg_name$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([reg_name])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Region_etc$comments$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([comments])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Region_etc$Nation_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Region_etc]([Nation_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Region_etc$NationRegion_etc] 
    ON [dbo].[Region_etc]([Nation_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Region_etc$reg_name] 
    ON [dbo].[Region_etc]([reg_name] ASC); 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
When recording happiness data in a 'study', the surveyed audience is divided into 'who', 'where' and 
'when'. An entry from the table 'Region_etc' is included under the 'Where' section and the label 
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'Name of area' if the name exists. This can relate to names or designations for a region, a city, a 
collection of nations, a former country, a de-facto country and the like. Two examples:  
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Columns of the table 
reg_id 
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

Nation_Id 
The ID of an entry from the ‘Nations’ table, automatically determined based on the choice of a nation 
or non-nation. 

reg_code 
Is entered manually, the person who does that determines a suitable value / form. The code must be 
unique and can be systematically chosen, but also whatever the person likes. The code is not 
presented or used on the website. 

reg_name 
The manually entered designation of the item 

city 
The manually chosen Yes/No for whether or not it is the name of a city 

comments 
Manually entered remarks 

reg_inet 
The manually chosen Yes/No for whether or not presentation of the area on the internet 

nrof_studies 
The number of studies with this item. The value is automatically updated when opening the 
management form. 
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Sampling 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Sampling] ( 
    [Samp_Id]    INT           IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [Samp_Descr] NVARCHAR (50) NULL, 
    [Samp_Studies] SMALLINT      DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Sampling$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Samp_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Sampling$Samp_Descr$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Samp_Descr])>(0)) 
); 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
When recording happiness data, the used methods are classified according to ‘Survey’, ‘Sampling’ 
and ‘Assessment’. The table 'Sampling' contains the collection of sampling methods. 
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Management form of the sampling methods 

 

Columns of the table 
Samp_Id 
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

Samp_Descr 
The manually entered description of the sampling method 

Samp_Studies 
The number of studies with this item. The value is automatically updated when opening the 
management form. 
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Specvars 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Specvars] ( 
    [Specv_Id]         INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [Specv_Descr]      NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [Specv_Keywords]   NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [Specv_Remarks]    NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Specvar_Findings] SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp]   ROWVERSION     NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Specvars$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Specv_Id] ASC) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Specvars$Specv_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Specvars]([Specv_Id] ASC); 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
The table contains the collection of specification variables. The items from the table form a list box 
that that can be used when entering a correlate in a study. 
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Columns of the table 
Specv_Id  
The ID of the specification variable, automatically assigned upon entry 

Specv_Descr 
The description of the specification variable, manually entered. 

Specv_Keywords 
Alternative terms to the 'description' such as synonyms and related words. 

Specv_Remarks 
Currently not in use 

Specvar_Findings 
The number of correlates in studies with this item. The value is automatically updated when opening 
the management form of the specification variables. 
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Study 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Study] ( 
    [Study_Id]           INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [Study_Name]         NVARCHAR (120) NULL, 
    [Seqnr_Stdname]      TINYINT        DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Study_Code]         NVARCHAR (15)  NULL, 
    [SW_OK]              BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Correlates]         BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Pub_Id]             INT            NULL, 
    [POPULATION]         NVARCHAR (255) DEFAULT (NULL) NULL, 
    [Kind_public]        INT            NULL, 
    [Pop_Remarks]        NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Agerange_Id]        INT            NULL, 
    [Kind_area]          INT            NULL, 
    [Area_Id]            INT            NULL, 
    [Nation_Id]          INT            NULL, 
    [reg_id]             INT            NULL, 
    [Rem_area]           NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Year]               SMALLINT       NULL, 
    [DOD]                NVARCHAR (20)  NULL, 
    [Year_last]          INT            NULL, 
    [DOD_last]           NVARCHAR (20)  NULL, 
    [Dod_Remarks]        NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Survey_Id]          INT            NULL, 
    [DataSource_Remarks] NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Samp_Id]            INT            NULL, 
    [Weighting]          NVARCHAR (1)   NULL, 
    [Samp_Remarks]       NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [N]                  INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NOT NULL, 
    [NR]                 NVARCHAR (120) NULL, 
    [N_Remarks]          NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [NR_Remarks]         NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [assesm_id]          INT            NULL, 
    [Rem_assesm]         NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Lang_Id]            INT            DEFAULT ((150)) NULL, 
    [Rem_Language]       NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Gen_Remarks]        NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Wrk_Id_In]          INT            DEFAULT (NULL) NOT NULL, 
    [Wrk_Id_Up]          INT            DEFAULT (NULL) NULL, 
    [DATE_In]            DATETIME2 (0)  NULL, 
    [Date_Up]            DATETIME2 (0)  NULL, 
    [Date_msgto_auth]    DATETIME2 (0)  NULL, 
    [Date_msgfrom_auth]  DATETIME2 (0)  NULL, 
    [Rem_authcontact]    NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp]     ROWVERSION     NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Study$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Study_Id] ASC), 
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    CONSTRAINT [Study$NationStudy] FOREIGN KEY ([Nation_Id]) REFERENCES [dbo].[Nations] 
([Nation_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Study$AgerangesStudy] FOREIGN KEY ([Agerange_Id]) REFERENCES 
[dbo].[Ageranges] ([Agerange_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Study$AreaStudy] FOREIGN KEY ([Area_Id]) REFERENCES [dbo].[Area] ([Area_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Study$AssesmentStudy] FOREIGN KEY ([assesm_id]) REFERENCES [dbo].[Assesment] 
([Assesm_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Study$LanguageStudy] FOREIGN KEY ([Lang_Id]) REFERENCES [dbo].[Language] 
([Lang_id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Study$PublicationStudy] FOREIGN KEY ([Pub_Id]) REFERENCES [dbo].[Publication] 
([Pub_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Study$Region_etcStudy] FOREIGN KEY ([reg_id]) REFERENCES [dbo].[Region_etc] 
([reg_id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Study$SamplingStudy] FOREIGN KEY ([Samp_Id]) REFERENCES [dbo].[Sampling] 
([Samp_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Study$SurveyStudy] FOREIGN KEY ([Survey_Id]) REFERENCES [dbo].[Survey] 
([Survey_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Study$WorkerStudy] FOREIGN KEY ([Wrk_Id_In]) REFERENCES [dbo].[Worker] 
([Wrk_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Study$WorkerStudy1] FOREIGN KEY ([Wrk_Id_Up]) REFERENCES [dbo].[Worker] 
([Wrk_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study$Study_Code$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Study_Code])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study$POPULATION$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([POPULATION])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study$Pop_Remarks$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Pop_Remarks])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study$DOD$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([DOD])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study$Dod_Remarks$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Dod_Remarks])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study$DataSource_Remarks$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([DataSource_Remarks])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study$Weighting$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([Weighting])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study$Samp_Remarks$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Samp_Remarks])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study$NR$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([NR])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study$N_Remarks$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([N_Remarks])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study$NR_Remarks$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([NR_Remarks])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study$Rem_assesm$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Rem_assesm])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study$Gen_Remarks$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Gen_Remarks])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$Agerange_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([Agerange_Id] ASC); 
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GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$AgerangesStudy] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([Agerange_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$Area_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([Area_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$AreaStudy] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([Area_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$assesm_id] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([assesm_id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$AssesmentStudy] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([assesm_id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$Lang_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([Lang_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$LanguageStudy] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([Lang_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$Nation_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([Nation_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$NationStudy] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([Nation_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$Pub_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([Pub_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$PublicationStudy] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([Pub_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$reg_id] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([reg_id] ASC); 
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GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$Region_etcStudy] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([reg_id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$Samp_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([Samp_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$SamplingStudy] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([Samp_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$Study_Name] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([Study_Name] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$Survey_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([Survey_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$SurveyStudy] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([Survey_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$WorkerStudy] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([Wrk_Id_In] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study$WorkerStudy1] 
    ON [dbo].[Study]([Wrk_Id_Up] ASC); 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
The table ‘Study’ can be regarded as the core of the WDH. For each included study, the findings are 
noted, obtained by happiness surveys, and published as such. Publications can take many forms: 
paper books, articles, electronic files, data files and the like. More than one study can be included 
with each publication. The characteristics noted in the table for a study mainly concern IDs of related 
matters. These matters are listed in separate tables. 

Processing studies 

 
The input of a study can be started by copying data from a survey program or from a previous study. 
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More than one item from the 'special public' collection can be included in a study or one item from 
the 'general public' collection. 
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If 'Special public' is chosen, a separate tabbed form becomes available to search for and add suitable 
items from the collection. 

Columns of the table 
Study_Id 
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

Study_Name 
The unique name/description of a study, which is automatically compiled from a number of 
separately noted characteristics. Manually changing the name is not allowed. The name is 
automatically updated with each component change made to a study's management form and upon 
approval of the study. Constituent parts are: the name of the publication, followed by the text ': 
study ', the two-letter code for a 'nation', the name of any ‘region’ included, the ‘year’ of the 
research carried out and the serial number, if any. Examples of study names: 
Balatsky & Diener (1993): study RU 1990 /1 
Diener et al. (1995b): study US Illinois 1990 
Diener et al. (2000a): study ZZ World samples 1990 

Seqnr_Stdname 
The serial number that may be included in the name of a study. A sequence number is automatically 
determined and included if all other constituent parts in the name are the same.  

Study_Code 
an old item, no longer in use since the introduction of the name 

SW_OK 
A Yes/No data type; if a study is approved, it gets the value yes 

Correlates 
A Yes/No data type; if 'correlational findings' are noted for the study, this characteristic automatically 
receives the value 'Yes' when the study is approved. 
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Pub_Id 
The ID of the related publication with the collection in the table ‘Publication’; automatically included 
when choosing the publication from a drop-down list. 

POPULATION 
A textual description of the surveyed audience; who, where and when; public, 'nation' and year. The 
description can be created automatically, but can be changed manually. It can therefore also be 
typed in its entirety. 

Kind_public 
A numerical data type; when entering a study, you can choose from two variants: 
0 = general public 
1 = special public 
More than one special public can be noted in a study. A choice is made from the items included in 
the table 'Population'. The IDs of the selected items are included with the ID of the study in the table 
'Study_Public'. 

Pop_Remarks 
Manually entered comments about the surveyed audience. 

Agerange_Id 
The ID of the related general public with the collection in the table ‘Ageranges’; automatically 
included when choosing the general public from a drop-down list. 

Kind_area 
A numerical data type; when entering a study, you can choose from two variants: 
0 = nation 
1 = more or non nations 

Area_Id  
The ID of the related area with the collection in the table ‘Area’; automatically included when 
choosing the area from a drop-down list. 

Nation_Id  
The ID of the related ‘nation’ with the collection in the table ‘Nations’; automatically included when 
choosing the ‘nation’ from a drop-down list. 

reg_id  
The ID of the related ‘region_etc’ with the collection in the table ‘Region_etc’; automatically included 
when choosing the ‘region_etc’ from a drop-down list. 

Rem_area 
Manually entered comments about the area of the surveyed audience. 

Year 
The manually entered calendar year (4 digits) in which the happiness data collection started. 

DOD 
A manually entered specification of the period within the year of data collection. 

Year_last 
The manually entered last year (4 digits) of the data collection, if the collection period spans several 
years. 
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DOD_last 
A manually entered specification of the period within the last year of data collection. 

Dod_Remarks  
Manually entered comments about the period of data collection. 

Survey_Id  
The ID of the related survey with the collection in the table ‘Survey’; automatically included when 
choosing the survey from a drop-down list. 

DataSource_Remarks  
Manually entered comments about the survey. 

Samp_Id  
The ID of the related sampling method with the collection in the table ‘Sampling’; automatically 
included when choosing the sampling method from a drop-down list. 

Weighting 
One character, a manually entered 'Y' if weighting is applied, otherwise nothing is entered. 

Samp_Remarks  
Manually entered comments about the used sampling method. 

N 
A numerical data type; the manually entered number of respondents. 

NR 
The non-response, a manually entered string of characters including a number or percentage to 
indicate the non-response. 

N_Remarks 
Manually entered comments about the number of respondents. 

NR_Remarks 
Manually entered comments about the non-response. 

assesm_id Id  
The ID of the related assessment method with the collection in the table ‘Assessment’; automatically 
included when choosing the assessment method from a drop-down list. 

Rem_assesm 
Manually entered comments about the used assessment method. 

Lang_Id  
The ID of the related language with the collection in the table ‘Language’ used in the happiness 
questions asked; automatically included when choosing the language from a drop-down list. 

Rem_Language  
Manually entered comments about the used language in the happiness questions. 

Gen_Remarks 
Manually entered general comments about the entered study. 
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Wrk_Id_In  
The ID of the related person with the collection in the table ‘Worker’ who entered the study data; 
automatically included when choosing the person from a drop-down list. 

Wrk_Id_Up  
The ID of the related person with the collection in the table ‘Worker’ who reviewed the study before 
the approving; automatically included when choosing the person from a drop-down list. 

DATE_In 
The automatically assigned start date of the entering of the new study. 

Date_Up  
The automatically assigned date of approving of the manually approved study. 
A study can be reprocessed and then re-approved; the date shown is the date of the last approval. 

Date_msgto_auth 
Currently not in use. 

Date_msgfrom_auth 
Currently not in use. 

Rem_authcontact 
Currently not in use. 
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Study_Indicator 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Study_Indicator] ( 
    [SI_Id]           INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [Study_Id]        INT            NOT NULL, 
    [ALOH]            NVARCHAR (40)  NULL, 
    [SI_Page]         NVARCHAR (24)  NULL, 
    [Ind_Id]          INT            DEFAULT (NULL) NOT NULL, 
    [Calc_Id_Study]   INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SS]              NVARCHAR (80)  NULL, 
    [SI_EE]           NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [SI_Remarks]      NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Distribs]        BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Use_distrib]     BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Use_corr]        BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [put_in_rankings] BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Inet]            BIT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Mean_O]          REAL           NULL, 
    [SD_O]            REAL           NULL, 
    [Mean_T]          FLOAT (53)     NULL, 
    [SD_T]            REAL           NULL, 
    [D1]              REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [D2]              REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [D3]              REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [D4]              REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [D5]              REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [D6]              REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [D7]              REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [D8]              REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [D9]              REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [D10]             REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [D11]             REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [DKNA]            REAL           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp]  ROWVERSION     NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Study_Indicator$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([SI_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [Study_Indicator${323466CE-55A0-4F8F-AE34-C88DDD80B0A5}] FOREIGN KEY 
([Ind_Id]) REFERENCES [dbo].[Indicator] ([Ind_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Study_Indicator$StudyStudy_Indicator] FOREIGN KEY ([Study_Id]) REFERENCES 
[dbo].[Study] ([Study_Id]) ON DELETE CASCADE, 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study_Indicator$ALOH$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([ALOH])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study_Indicator$SI_Page$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([SI_Page])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study_Indicator$SI_Remarks$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([SI_Remarks])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study_Indicator$SI_EE$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([SI_EE])>(0)) 
); 
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GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study_Indicator${323466CE-55A0-4F8F-AE34-C88DDD80B0A5}] 
    ON [dbo].[Study_Indicator]([Ind_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study_Indicator$Ind-Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Study_Indicator]([Ind_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study_Indicator$Study_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Study_Indicator]([Study_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study_Indicator$Study_Measure] 
    ON [dbo].[Study_Indicator]([Study_Id] ASC, [Ind_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study_Indicator$StudyStudy_Indicator] 
    ON [dbo].[Study_Indicator]([Study_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study_Indicator_TMP$StudyStudy_Indicator_TMP] 
    ON [dbo].[Study_Indicator]([Study_Id] ASC); 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
Measured happiness is noted in studies and because more than one measure of happiness may be 
involved in each study, there is a separate table for measured happiness. 

See for more information on measured happiness the website: 
https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/collections/distributional-findings-on-happiness/what-is-
this-collection-of-distributional-findings-on-happiness-2/  

https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/collections/distributional-findings-on-happiness/what-is-this-collection-of-distributional-findings-on-happiness-2/
https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/collections/distributional-findings-on-happiness/what-is-this-collection-of-distributional-findings-on-happiness-2/
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Columns of the table 
SI_Id  
The ID of the ‘Happiness measure’ automatically assigned upon entry. 

Study_Id  
The ID of the study concerned, automatically assigned upon entry. 

ALOH 
The label given in the publication (the Author's Label On Happiness) to the measured happiness, 
manually entered. 

SI_Page 
The page number on which the measured happiness is recorded, manually entered. 

Ind_Id 
The ID of the used happiness measure, automatically assigned upon entry. 

Calc_Id_Study 
The ID of the ‘calculation method’, will receive the value included in the table for the happiness 
measure in advance, but this can be manually adjusted via a selection list when using the measure in 
a study. 

SS 
The filename (extension included) of a spreadsheet with calculation details saved in the agreed 
folder. Manually entered via, for example, a copy-paste action. 

SI_EE 
A character data type, manually entered Error Estimates. 

SI_Remarks 
Manually entered comments on the measured happiness. 

Distribs 
A Yes/No data type; automatically becomes 'yes' after entering a distribution value. 
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Use_distrib 
A Yes/No data type; automatically becomes 'yes' after entering a distribution value, but also if a value 
has been entered for a 'Mean', an 'SD' or the 'Remarks'. So ‘Use_distrib’ may be ‘Yes’ while ‘Distribs’ 
has the value ‘No’. 

Use_corr 
A Yes/No data type; currently not in use. 

put_in_rankings 
A Yes/No data type for use or not in the ‘Rank reports of happiness in nations’ on the internet. In a 
separate form whether or not inclusion is assessed and manually set to 'Yes'. 

Inet 
A Yes/No data type for whether or not to show on the internet, on entry default set on ‘no’, can be 
changed manually. 

Mean_O 
Manually entered value for the average happiness or result of using the ‘compute’ button followed 
by a copy action. 

SD_O  
Manually entered value for the standard deviation for the measured happiness or result of using the 
‘compute’ button followed by a copy action. 

Mean_T 
Transformed mean value; added automatically using the 'compute' button followed by a copy action. 

SD_T 
Transformed value of the standard deviation, added automatically using the 'compute' button 
followed by a copy action. 

D1 
Manually entered distribution value. 
D2 
D3 
D4 
D5 
D6 
D7 
D8 
D9 
D10 
D11  
Manually entered distribution value. 
DKNA 
Manually entered percentaga DK/NA: Don't Know / No Answer. 
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Study_Subject 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Study_Subject] ( 
    [SS_Id]          INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [Study_Id]       INT            NOT NULL, 
    [SS_Nr]          SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [AUTHORCON]      NVARCHAR (65)  DEFAULT (NULL) NOT NULL, 
    [PAGE]           NVARCHAR (40)  NULL, 
    [OPERATION]      NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [SS_MV]          NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [SS_EE]          NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [REMARKS]        NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp] ROWVERSION     NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Study_Subject$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([SS_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [Study_Subject$StudyStudy_Subject] FOREIGN KEY ([Study_Id]) REFERENCES 
[dbo].[Study] ([Study_Id]) ON DELETE CASCADE, 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study_Subject$AUTHORCON$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([AUTHORCON])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study_Subject$PAGE$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([PAGE])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study_Subject$OPERATION$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([OPERATION])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study_Subject$SS_MV$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([SS_MV])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study_Subject$SS_EE$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([SS_EE])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Study_Subject$REMARKS$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([REMARKS])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study_Subject$SecKey] 
    ON [dbo].[Study_Subject]([Study_Id] ASC, [SS_Nr] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study_Subject$Study_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Study_Subject]([Study_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study_Subject$StudyStudy_Subject] 
    ON [dbo].[Study_Subject]([Study_Id] ASC); 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
Correlational findings are noted in studies and table 'Study_Subject' contains the 'correlational 
findings' of all studies. See the website for more information on the correlational findings: 
https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/collections/correlational-findings/contents-introtext-
correlationalfindings/  

https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/collections/correlational-findings/contents-introtext-correlationalfindings/
https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/collections/correlational-findings/contents-introtext-correlationalfindings/
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See also table Association 

Columns of the table 
SS_Id  
The ID of a ‘Correlational finding’ automatically assigned upon entry. 

Study_Id  
The ID of the study concerned, automatically assigned upon entry. 

SS_Nr 
Sequence number of the correlational finding in the study, is automatically assigned and can be 
adjusted manually. 

AUTHORCON 
The label given to the finding in the publication is entered manually. 

PAGE 
A character data type, the page number(s) in the publication of the finding, manually entered. 

OPERATION 
A character data type, the operationalization: how the correlate was quantified, manually entered. 

SS_MV 
A character data type, measured values: observed distribution of ratings, manually entered. 

SS_EE 
A character data type, error estimates: Indications of measurement error in observation, 

such as repeat-reliability or Cronbach's alpha, manually entered. 

REMARKS 
Comments on the finding, manually entered. 
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Subject 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Subject] ( 
    [Subject_Id]     INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [Top_Id]         INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NOT NULL, 
    [Subject_Code]   NVARCHAR (255) NOT NULL, 
    [BEGRIP]         NVARCHAR (255) NOT NULL, 
    [NofSS]          SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Synonym]        NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Level]          TINYINT        DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Seqnr]          INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Parent_Id]      INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Seqnr_level]    INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp] ROWVERSION     NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Subject$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Subject_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Subject$Subject_Code$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Subject_Code])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Subject$BEGRIP$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([BEGRIP])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Subject$Synonym$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([Synonym])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Subject$Subject_Code] 
    ON [dbo].[Subject]([Subject_Code] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Subject$Top_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Subject]([Top_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Subject$Parent_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Subject]([Parent_Id] ASC); 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
The ‘subject’ of a correlational finding is the substance of the variable of which the relationship with 
happiness was investigated, such as personal characteristics (e.g. ’age’) or situational variables (e.g. 
air pollution in the country). The classification is made to show the available data to its fullest 
advantage. It presents the theme's that have figured in empirical happiness-research until now. The 
classification has evolved over time. 

The table contains the so called collection of ‘correlational subjects’, the items are arranged in a 
hierarchical context.  

See for more information on the correlational subjects the website: 
https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/wp-content/uploads/Introtext-CorrelationalFindings-
Chapter5.pdf  

See table ‘SubjectsBibl’ for more details on the hierarchical whole and the processing of items within. 

https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/wp-content/uploads/Introtext-CorrelationalFindings-Chapter5.pdf
https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/wp-content/uploads/Introtext-CorrelationalFindings-Chapter5.pdf
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Columns of the table 
Subject_Id  
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

Top_Id  
The ID of the item at the highest level (root node), automatically assigned. 

Subject_Code  
Only for sorting purposes; the code is unique and automatically updated with every position change 
of an item within the table. 

BEGRIP  
The manually entered description of the correlational subject. 

NofSS  
The number of correlational findings in studies with this subject. The value is automatically updated 
when opening the management form. 

Synonym  
Alternative terms to the 'description' such as synonyms and related words, to make it easier to get 
results when searching; all entered manually. 

Level 
The hierarchical level of the item. The highest level is assigned a value of 0, the lower levels are 
assigned a value of 1, 2, and so on. The value is automatically updated when using the management / 
administering form. 
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Seqnr 
No longer in use for its original purpose. The value in the column is now used to signal a 'roll-back' 
operation performed in Azure within 'Access', automatically assigned. 

Parent_Id 
The ID of the parent item, automatically assigned. 

Seqnr_level 
the sequence number of the item within the set of siblings, automatically assigned. 
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SubjectsBibl 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[SubjectsBibl] ( 
    [SubjB_Id]       INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [SubjB_code]     NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [SubjB_descr]    NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [NrofPubs]       INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [NrEligible]     INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [NrEntered]      INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Keywords]       NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [Level]          TINYINT        DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Seqnr]          INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Parent_Id]      INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Top_Id]         INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [Seqnr_level]    INT            DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp] ROWVERSION     NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [SubjectsBibl$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([SubjB_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$SubjectsBibl$SubjB_code$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([SubjB_code])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$SubjectsBibl$SubjB_descr$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([SubjB_descr])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [SubjectsBibl$SubjB_code] 
    ON [dbo].[SubjectsBibl]([SubjB_code] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [SubjectsBibl$Top_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[SubjectsBibl]([Top_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [SubjectsBibl$Parent_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[SubjectsBibl]([Parent_Id] ASC); 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
Publications are the source for the recording of happiness data; those publications are also included 
in the WDH. When including a publication, it is also noted what topics are covered in the publication. 
To classify a publication in this way, a collection of standardized keywords has been built up and 
these are arranged in a hierarchical context. The table contains the so-called ‘bibliographical 
subjects’; in each line one bibliographic subject is listed along with data that determines its place in 
the hierarchy and with which that hierarchy is maintained. 

A subject can also refer to other subjects and to another subject entity: the ‘correlational subjects’, 
which are used in classifying the so-called ‘correlational findings’. The maintenance of the subjects 
also includes the maintenance of those references. 
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See for more information the website: 
https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Introtext-Bibliography-
Chapter4.pdf  

The hierarchical whole 
The ‘bibliographical subjects’ together form a hierarchical whole. 

Hierarchy 
    A structure that contains two or more entities with parent-child relationships. A hierarchy has a 
number of levels and there is a maximum. Ten levels is common and each level is assigned a 
number/code between 0 – 9. 

Node 
    An entity in the hierarchy. At each entity is noted: the ID, the parent (ID of the parent), the level in 
the hierarchy , the sequence number within the set of siblings and the ID of the Root node. The level 
and sequence number, along with the levels and sequence numbers of all ancestors, determine the 
sort code by which the node gets its place in the hierarchy.  
An example of a sort code: 022.115, it concerns a sibling that is in the 15th place on the second 
highest level and has as parent the node that is in the 22nd place in the set of root nodes. 

Root Node 
    An entity in the hierarchy that is the topmost parent in a given branch of a hierarchy. Multiple root 
nodes can be present and so just as many hierarchies are in use. With a root node, the ID of a parent 
is also noted: ID=0, where 0 stands for no parent. 

Hierarchy Relationship 
    A parent-child relationship between two nodes in the hierarchy. 

Ancestors 
    All nodes that are parents, directly or indirectly, of a node are collectively called ancestors of that 
node. 

Siblings 
    Two or more nodes are called siblings when they share the same parent. The number of siblings as 
children of a parent has a maximum, 99 (01-99) is a usual number. Root nodes are also seen as 
siblings and the maximum applies there too. 

Siblings order 
     The order of a sequence of siblings 

Descendants 
    All nodes that are children, directly or indirectly, of a node are collectively called descendants of 
that node.  

 

See with Google search: 
‘node management in hierarchical systems’  
and find something on the internet. 

https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Introtext-Bibliography-Chapter4.pdf
https://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Introtext-Bibliography-Chapter4.pdf
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Processing the nodes in the hierarchy 
Adding, modifying and deleting are the obvious management options for entries in a table. For the 
subjects, there is another important possibility: moving. Adding, deleting and moving a subject 
usually also has consequences for the place in the hierarchy of other subjects.  

If a subject is to be added, then a subject must be selected to act as an anchor. There are then two 
options: within the series of siblings of the anchor or as a child of the anchor. When a new subject is 
inserted, it is automatically placed in the last place of the series of siblings. It must then be manually 
placed in the intended place via the up button. 
When a subject is moved, its descendants move with it. This relocation takes place on the basis of a 
rather complex system of rules, measures and actions. All move actions are single: move one sibling 
by changing places with an adjacent sibling, move an item one level down or one level up. All distant 
moves are the result of a series of single moves, each single move must be declared. To move a 
subject forward four places in the sequence of siblings, press the up button four times. 

Automated actions in the background also consist of a sequence of simple actions. When a subject 
needs to be removed, it is first automated through single actions to the last place of the series of 
siblings and then removed. Moving the subject to the last spot ensures that the remaining siblings 
form a sequence of natural numbers in their sequence (1, 2, 3,…n). 

 
 
Use the 'Manage' button to open the form where the references can be viewed, added and deleted. 
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The overview of the 6 publications via the button 'Publications' with subject 'Scenic beauty'. 
 

 
 
When a subject has to go down one level, the parent has to be chosen from the remaining siblings. 
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It is a bit difficult to keep the overview in a hierarchical list with more than 2000 items. The option 
'View within tree' has been devised to present a subject in its own context. That option does not 
show the entire tree, but a tree stripped of all branches whose connection is some distance away. 
The selection contains all ancestors, all descendants and all siblings of the chosen subject. 
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The button behind the text 'With descendants' has the function of a switch: yes/no showing the 
descendants of the only subject with descendants in the selection. 
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The possibility of also being able to adjust the texts of the subject descriptions and the keywords 
here and in this selection may help to keep these texts valuable and up to date. 

Azure SQL Database Stored Procedures 
VBA is also used for form management in Access. VBA also uses so-called stored procedures that are 
executed in Azure.  
Stored procedures in use when managing the hierarchical whole: 

usp_SubjectsBibl_move_sibl 
Two adjacent siblings switch places by swapping their sequence number and unique sort code.  
The sort codes of all descendants of both siblings must be determined again. 

usp_SubjectsBibl_moves 
If a node needs to be removed, it is first moved to the last place of the set of siblings via a call to the 
procedure. If a node needs to go up or down one level, the procedure places the node last in the set 
of current siblings. With a subsequent call to the procedure, the node is placed as the last node 
under the new parent. The appropriate parameters are passed on both calls to the procedure. 

usp_SubjectsBibl_Tree 
Place the ancestors, siblings and descendants of a particular anchor subject in an auxiliary table for 
the temporary use of this selection. 

usp_SubjectsBibl_updSubjB_code 
Update the sort code of the descendants of a given parent. If a root node is the designated parent, 
the sort codes of all subjects are redefined. 
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Columns of the table 
SubjB_Id 
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

SubjB_code 
Only for sorting purposes; the code is unique and automatically updated with every position change 
of an item within the table. 

SubjB_descr 
The manually entered description of the bibliographical subject. 

NrofPubs 
The number of publications with this subject. The value is automatically updated when opening the 
management form. 

NrEligible 
The number of publications with this subject containing happiness data suitable for inclusion in the 
Findings archive. The value is automatically updated when opening the management form. 

NrEntered 
The number of publications with this subject and happiness data contain suitable for inclusion in the 
Findings archive and that have actually been included in one or more studies. The value is 
automatically updated when opening the management form. 

Keywords 
Alternative terms to the 'description' such as synonyms and related words, to make it easier to get 
results when searching; all entered manually. 

Level 
The hierarchical level of the item. The highest level is assigned a value of 0, the lower levels are 
assigned a value of 1, 2, and so on. The value is automatically updated when using the management / 
administering form. 

Seqnr 
No longer in use for its original purpose. The value in the column is now used to signal a 'roll-back' 
operation performed in Azure within 'Access', automatically assigned. 

Top_Id 
The ID of the item at the highest level (root node), automatically assigned. 

Parent_Id 
The ID of the parent item, automatically assigned. 

Seqnr_level 
the sequence number of the item within the set of siblings, automatically assigned. 
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Survey 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Survey] ( 
    [Survey_Id]           INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [SP_Id]               INT            NULL, 
    [Survey_Name]         NVARCHAR (80)  NULL, 
    [Survey_Data_Archive] NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [Survey_Descr]        NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [Survey_Org]          NVARCHAR (255) NULL, 
    [Survey_Studies]      SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Survey$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Survey_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [Survey$Survey_ProgramSurvey] FOREIGN KEY ([SP_Id]) REFERENCES 
[dbo].[Surveyprg] ([SP_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Survey$Survey_Org$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Survey_Org])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Survey$Survey_Descr$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Survey_Descr])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Survey$Survey_Name$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Survey_Name])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Survey$Survey_Data_Archive$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Survey_Data_Archive])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Survey$SP_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Survey]([SP_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Survey$Survey_Name] 
    ON [dbo].[Survey]([Survey_Name] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Survey$Survey_ProgramSurvey] 
    ON [dbo].[Survey]([SP_Id] ASC); 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
When recording happiness data, the used methods are classified according to ‘Survey’, ‘Sampling’ 
and ‘Assessment’. The table 'Survey' contains the collection of survey methods. 
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Management form of the survey methods 
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Columns of the table 
Survey_Id 
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

SP_Id 
The ID of an entry from the ‘Surveyprg’ table, automatically determined based on the choice of the 
survey program. 

Survey_Name 
The manually entered description of the survey 

Survey_Data_Archive 
Manually entered or copied from the survey program via the button ‘Copy data Survey program into 
Survey’. 

Survey_Descr 
Manually entered 

Survey_Org 
Manually entered or copied from the survey program via the button ‘Copy data Survey program into 
Survey’. 

Survey_Studies 
The number of studies with this item. The value is automatically updated when opening the 
management form. 
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Surveyprg 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Surveyprg] ( 
    [SP_Id]           INT            IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [SP_Name]         NVARCHAR (100) NULL, 
    [SP_Assesm_Id]    INT            NULL, 
    [SP_Kind_public]  INT            NULL, 
    [SP_Pop_Id]       INT            NULL, 
    [SP_Agerange_Id]  INT            NULL, 
    [SP_Samp_Id]      INT            NULL, 
    [SP_Weighting]    NVARCHAR (1)   NULL, 
    [SP_Data_Archive] NVARCHAR (MAX) NULL, 
    [SP_Org]          NVARCHAR (100) NULL, 
    [SP_Surveys]      SMALLINT       DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp]  ROWVERSION     NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Surveyprg$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([SP_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [Surveyprg$PopulationSurvey_Program] FOREIGN KEY ([SP_Pop_Id]) REFERENCES 
[dbo].[Population] ([Pop_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Surveyprg$AssesmentSurvey_Program] FOREIGN KEY ([SP_Assesm_Id]) REFERENCES 
[dbo].[Assesment] ([Assesm_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [Surveyprg$SamplingSurvey_Program] FOREIGN KEY ([SP_Samp_Id]) REFERENCES 
[dbo].[Sampling] ([Samp_Id]), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Surveyprg$SP_Name$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([SP_Name])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Surveyprg$SP_Weighting$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([SP_Weighting])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Surveyprg$SP_Data_Archive$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([SP_Data_Archive])>(0)), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Surveyprg$SP_Org$disallow_zero_length] CHECK (len([SP_Org])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Surveyprg$AssesmentSurvey_Program] 
    ON [dbo].[Surveyprg]([SP_Assesm_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Surveyprg$PopulationSurvey_Program] 
    ON [dbo].[Surveyprg]([SP_Pop_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Surveyprg$SamplingSurvey_Program] 
    ON [dbo].[Surveyprg]([SP_Samp_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Surveyprg$SP_Agerange_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Surveyprg]([SP_Agerange_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
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CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Surveyprg$SP_Assesm_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Surveyprg]([SP_Assesm_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Surveyprg$SP_Pop-Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Surveyprg]([SP_Pop_Id] ASC); 
 
GO 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Surveyprg$SP_Samp_Id] 
    ON [dbo].[Surveyprg]([SP_Samp_Id] ASC); 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
The survey is also recorded with the data of a study. Surveys can be held within the framework of a 
program. Successive surveys are organized according to a more or less fixed pattern. The table 
'Surveyprg' contains the collection of survey programs included in the WDH, together with a number 
of features of the program. At the moment of starting the entering of a new study, it is possible to 
choose to include the characteristics included in the program in the study in advance. 

 

Columns of the table 
SP_Id  
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

SP_Name  
The manually entered description of the survey program. 
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SP_Assesm_Id  
The ID of the related assessment method with the collection in the table ‘Assessment’; automatically 
included when choosing the assessment method from a drop-down list. 

SP_Kind_public  
A numerical data type 
0 = general public 
1 = special public 
The value is automatically set/updated when choosing an audience. 

SP_Pop_Id  
The ID of the related special public with the collection in the table ‘Population’; automatically 
included when choosing the special public from a drop-down list. 

SP_Agerange_Id  
The ID of the related general public with the collection in the table ‘Ageranges’; automatically 
included when choosing the general public from a drop-down list. 

SP_Samp_Id  
The ID of the related sampling method with the collection in the table ‘Sampling’; automatically 
included when choosing the sampling method from a drop-down list. 

SP_Weighting 
Manually entered ‘Y’ if weighting is the case. 

SP_Data_Archive 
Manually entered description of the data archive 

SP_Org 
Manually entered description of the organization behind the program. 

SP_Surveys 
The number of surveys with this program. The value is automatically updated when opening the 
management form. 
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Worker 
Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Worker] ( 
    [Wrk_Id]         INT           IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL, 
    [Wrk_Name]       NVARCHAR (50) NOT NULL, 
    [Active]         BIT           DEFAULT ((-1)) NULL, 
    [Reviewer]       BIT           DEFAULT ((0)) NULL, 
    [SSMA_TimeStamp] ROWVERSION    NOT NULL, 
    CONSTRAINT [Worker$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Wrk_Id] ASC), 
    CONSTRAINT [SSMA_CC$Worker$Wrk_Name$disallow_zero_length] CHECK 
(len([Wrk_Name])>(0)) 
); 
 
GO 
CREATE UNIQUE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Worker$Wrk_Name] 
    ON [dbo].[Worker]([Wrk_Name] ASC); 
 

Why does this table exist (date: summer 2022) 
The entering of a study starts with the name of the person who will do it. The name of the person 
who assesses and approves the entered study is also noted. The table contains the collection of 
names of people who are working on studies or have done so in the past. 

Columns of the table 
Wrk_Id  
The ID automatically assigned upon entry 

Wrk_Name 
The manually entered last name followed by the first name in parentheses. 

Active 
A Yes/No data type; manually set. 

Reviewer  
A Yes/No data type; manually set. 
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Tables for only 1 : n relations 
The WDH contains a large number of tables for the management of 1:n relations only. For example, 
more than one ‘special public’ can be noted in a ‘study’. The IDs of those studies are listed along with 
the IDs of all the ‘special publics’ listed in a separate table with only two columns, one containing the 
IDs of the studies and the other containing the IDs of the special publics. 

Definition of the table in SQL language 
CREATE TABLE [dbo].[Study_Public] ( 

    [Study_Id] INT DEFAULT ((0)) NOT NULL, 

    [Pop_Id]   INT DEFAULT ((0)) NOT NULL, 

    CONSTRAINT [Study_Public$PrimaryKey] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Study_Id] ASC, [Pop_Id] ASC), 

    CONSTRAINT [Study_Public$PopulationStudy_Public] FOREIGN KEY ([Pop_Id]) REFERENCES 
[dbo].[Population] ([Pop_Id]) ON DELETE CASCADE, 

    CONSTRAINT [Study_Public$StudyStudy_Public] FOREIGN KEY ([Study_Id]) REFERENCES 
[dbo].[Study] ([Study_Id]) ON DELETE CASCADE 

); 

 

GO 

CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study_Public$PopulationStudy_Public] 

    ON [dbo].[Study_Public]([Pop_Id] ASC); 

 

GO 

CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study_Public$Study_Id] 

    ON [dbo].[Study_Public]([Study_Id] ASC); 

 

GO 

CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [Study_Public$StudyStudy_Public] 

    ON [dbo].[Study_Public]([Study_Id] ASC); 

 

All the following similar tables have similar definitions. 

Bsubj_Bsubj 
The collection of references from a bibliography subject to other bibliography subjects. 

Bsubj_Csubj 
The collection of references from a bibliography subject to correlational subjects. 
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Popu_Popu 
The collection of references from a special public to other special publics. 

Pub_Author 
The collection of publications with their co-authors. 

Pub_SubjectsBibl 
The collection of publications with their bibliographical subjects. 

Public_Csubj 
The collection of references from a special public to correlational subjects. 

Specvars_Corr_findings 
The collection of correlational findings with their specification variables. 

Specvars_Csubj 
The collection of references from a specification variable to correlational subjects. 

Specvars_Publics 
The collection of references from a specification variable to special publics. 

Study_Public 
The collection of studies with their special publics. 

Sub_Sub 
The collection of references from a correlational subject to other correlational subjects. 

Subject_SS 
The collection of correlational findings with their correlational subjects. 
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Two examples of the use of this kind of tables 
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